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PolySteel™ Post
The PolySteel™ post utilizes the latest in composite technology to provide a beautiful and affordable  
decorative post which looks like cast iron. Our posts are made by combining three composites 
giving them the structural benefits of steel with the low maintenance of poly resin.

Part One
Steel Pole
We start with a galvanized steel 
pole providing a rigid structure 
and allowing for the ease of  
wiring.

Part Two
Closed Cell Foam
The closed cell-polyurethane 
foam provides a solid encasement 
fusing the galvanized pole with the 
polyethylene exterior.

Part Three
Linear Low Density  
Polyethylene
The rich black color of the LLDP 
is the same reliable and proven 
material used to coat outdoor 
telephone cable.

Three Part 
Construction
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Classic Lamp Posts offers unique reproductions of early American decorative light posts 

and luminaires. Our signature styles, the Washington and New England, 

will create an eloquent atmosphere to any entrance, courtyard or walkway. 

For the past 40 years Classic Lamp Posts has been a key ingredient in making 

projects an elegant success.  

PolyComposite Post
The PolyComposite post is made with a fiberglass 
pole instead of the steel pole. This allows for taller 
posts without sacrificing strength.

The Only Difference
Part One: Fiberglass Pole
We start with a fiberglass pole 
providing a flexible yet extremely 
resilient structure. Parts 2 and 3 
are the same.



• Low initial cost.
• Lower installation cost.
• Will never rust.
• Never needs painting.
• Vandal resistant.
• Impervious to the effects
 of salt, rain, ice and the sun.

Greatest Value

The PolySteel™ post is available with our unique direct burial or anchor base.  
The installation of the base is easy and can be completely installed in a short amount of time. 

Direct Burial Base
Simple 5 Step Instructions

1. To install the Polysteel™ post a  
 hole must be dug as shown in 
 the illustration. 
2. The conductors are run 
 through the post and the luminaire 
 is installed on the post tenon. 
3. The post is then set into the 
 hole, one or two bags of 
 premixed concrete and 
 water are added. 
4. The concrete can be 
 mixed in the hole. 
5. The remaining soil can be 
 placed on top of the concrete 
 and the post is then leveled.

Installation
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Cast Iron post  
peeling after years  
in the field.

Classic Lamp Posts  
Washington Base  

after years in  
the field.

lamp posts
Classic Lamp Posts offers unique reproductions of early American decorative light posts 

and luminaires. Our signature styles, the Washington and New England, 

will create an eloquent atmosphere to any entrance, courtyard or walkway. 

For the past 40 years Classic Lamp Posts has been a key ingredient in making 

projects an elegant success.  

Anchor Base
Simple 4 Step Instructions

1. Use the anchor template for 
 proper bolt placement. (Figure 1)
2. Bolt height should be
 approximately 2” above the 
 surface of the foundation. (Figure 2)
3. Place the base over the anchor 
 bolts, securing it to the foundation 
 with washers and nuts. (Figure 2)
4. Cover nuts with decorative 
 plastic covers. (Figure 2)

Note: Always consult local electrician 
code for wiring type and required 
foundation depth. Installation wires 
must always be at least 6” longer than 
pole height.

soil Burial
Base

Premixed
Concrete
and Water

Figure 1

Figure 2
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New 
England 



New England Post 
Comes in heights of seven feet and nine 
feet. When combined with our luminaires, 
these posts provide total heights of seven 
and a half feet to twelve feet. 

Shown in the feature shot is a 
Victorian 4-arm (V-4).  
Also available as a (V-5).

The New England Post compliments many architectural 

designs. This style of post was originally used around 1850 

in Boston and other coastal cities for gas lighting. 

The New England 
Style Series
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New 
England Y

Classic Lamp Posts utilize a  
polymer resin on the exterior  
shell containing U.V. inhibitors  
that withstand the harsh  
effects of the sun.



Washington  Post
Comes in post heights of seven foot, nine foot, twelve foot  
and sixteen feet high. When combined with our luminaires,  
The Washington Series Posts provide total heights of seven  
and a half to nineteen feet. 
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Classic Lamp Posts PolySteel™ and PolyComposite poles 
will never rust and will never need painting. Washington
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Washington
The Washington Style
The Washington Post was designed around 1910 for street lighting in our  

nation’s capital. Today you’ll find the classic double fluted base and  

tapered shaft have become a standard American Design.



Sconces
We carry Victorian and  

Scroll wall arm sconces.

Classic sconces and Victorian scroll arms offer elegant accents and beauty to your driveway or 

building entrance. Whether you prefer the single lamp or the multiple look, consider combining 

them with either the New England or the Washington posts to create a unique atmosphere that 

reflects your own style. All of our lamp posts are interchangeable with our huge variety of post 

tops making the selection of possibilities almost endless.

Create your style
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Cross Arm
Scroll Cross Arm is used  
for multiple luminaires.



Mailbox
Our traditional style  
mailbox can be a unique 
ornamental addition to 
your project. The mail 
box is maintenance 
free and easy to install. 
Shown - Double mailbox 
- also available in single 
and triple.

 
Bollard
Our PolySteel™ bollard 
is a reproduction of the 
old 1900’s wharf posts 
historically found in many 
U.S. seaports.

Mailboxes  
and Bollards
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Victorian 4 (V4)
We carry V4 and V5,  

See a V5 Illustrated above.

V-4 
Top View

V-5 
Top View



The MADISON Style
The Madison features the same qualities as our New England and 

Washington styles. It’s century old look provides your projects with a 

unique historic feel. Classic Lamp Posts modern interpretation of the 

Madison style accents any installation with beautiful maintenance free 

poles and bases.

Madison
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Madison
Madison Post and Base (shown)
Comes in posts heights of 14 feet and 16 feet making 
it extremely versatile. It is perfect for street signs and 
city light poles.
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PolyComposite blend provides 
added strength making the sixteen 
foot Madison ideal for  
extreme high wind areas.



 

Slip Over
The Madison Slip Over can be 
used on any pole by removing the 
fixture.

Wraparound
The Madison Wraparound style  
allows you to decorate an existing 
pole without having to remove  
the fixture.

Slip Over 
The slip over Washington and 
Madison poles are used to beautify  
existing installations. Available  
in fourteen and sixteen feet.
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Unique and  
Versatile 
The Madison can be installed over or around any existing pole 

to create a finished, uniform look without the extra time, effort 

and cost associated with reinstallation. In addition to offering 

unique installation options. The Madison is available in heights 

from 14 to 16 feet making it an ideal choice for cities and  

municipalities. With its combination of style, versatility and 

simple installation, the Madison is the favorite for renovating 

town squares and other public spaces.
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Practical 
Applications 
 
Virtually any existing pole can be transformed  
and made to look new. Here are just a few examples  
of our products applications.

 • Lamp Posts • Meter Poles • Bollards 
 • Directional Signs • Speed Signs • Mail Boxes

Classic Lamp Posts are manufactured 
with material containing up to
100% recycled content.



Project Objective
Add extra lighting to the walkway  
and address the appalling look of the  
existing fixtures.

Execution
New Classic Lamp Posts bollards  
were added, solving the need of the  
extra lighting. Classic Lamp Posts  
slip over poles were used over the  
existing lampposts and meters.  
This addressed the aesthetic look  
of the existing installation.

Evaluation
Classic Lamp Posts allowed us to add  
new fixtures and resurface existing  
installation for a new uniformed look  
meeting all the project guidelines.  

Thanks to Classic Lamp Posts  
the project objective was met  
while maintaining cost below the 
approved budget.

Before and After
Below is an example of a location with a variety of poles. Installed as the need 

arose, they provide function, but lack aesthetics and design. Making a beautiful 

setting less attractive. 

To the right is the same location with Classic Lamp Posts Washington style  

slip over poles installed. With the expense of replacing entire poles eliminated, 

we have given the location a face lift. You can see the dramatic difference  

Classic Lamp Posts can give your hometown public areas.
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Lamps
Round Globe  
(S16) 
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Williamsberg  
(W20)

Woodside 
Hills (WH30)
Shown on Feature



They say that variety is the spice of life. At Classic Lamp Posts we believe that style is the 

life. Below is a small sampling of post heads that Classic Lamp Posts provide. Visit us at  

www.ClassicLampPosts.com to view our entire collection. Whether you are looking for the clean 

look of a single lamp or prefer the distinctive style that multiple luminaires offer, we have a 

solution for you. Call us to help customize your project.

Luminaires that enhance

Round Globe  
(S16) 

Acorn Globe  
(A17/INC)

Richmond Acorn Globe
(RA20)

Victorian Acorn Globe
(VA24)
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Williamsberg  
(W20)

Fairview  
(F20)

Carriage House  
(CH30)

Le Briton  
(LB27)

Post Light Fitter
The fitter was designed for 
globes with 5-1/4” openings 
and recognized under the 
component program of  
Underwriters Laboratories.

Ballast Pods
The ballasted pod is 
designed for globes and acorns. 
All ballast are 120 volt, normal 
power factor medium base
sockets. Available in 6”,8” or 9”.



Classic Lamp Posts was

Classic Lamp Posts  
are made with up to  

recycled materials

Green
before green was in!

100%



Green
before green was in!
Like you, we care about our planet and are  

committed in helping you reduce your energy footprint. 

Classic Lamp Posts is proud to say, our products are 

manufactured with material containing up to 100%  

recycled content and our manufacturing process is  

virtually waste free. The addition of solar powered lamp 

heads is just another example of how to save energy, 

money and stayGreen!



Lamp Posts
A leader in decorative antique style lamp posts, 

delivering the finest quality and service for over 

40 years. You can contact a lighting contractor 

through our web site, call or email us directly. 

 

We are committed to help you understand our  

product line and will advise you on the best 

choices to fit your applications.

Freight Policy
All shipments are F.O.B.  

factory and freight collect.  

It is the responsibility of the 

buyer to receive the  

merchandise from the carrier.  

If  damages have occurred  

during shipment, the buyer must 

mark the freight bill damaged 

and file a claim with the carrier. 

To avoid any cash transaction at 

delivery, call Classic Lamp Posts 

and arrange to prepay freight 

before shipment. There is a 25% 

restocking charge on all  

product returns.

Limited Warranty
Classic Lamp posts warrants its 

products to be free from defects 

in material and workmanship for a 

period of three years.  

Classic Lamp Posts will repair or 

replace defective products, upon 

return of product to our factory 

freight paid. This warranty does not 

include installation labor  or cover 

any product not manufactured by  

Classic Lamp Posts.
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